ENTERING THE DANGER ZONE!
The stock market does NOT decline every SeptemberOctober autumnal period. Howsomever, if the market declines
more than a normal corrective phase, it is more than likely to
be in that time frame than any other portion of the year. Why
might that be?...you ask. Our best guess is that period is the one
containing the most rapid depletion of light and heat in the
northern hemisphere where the vast majority of markets exist!
Perhaps it‟s because us people in general prefer light
and warmth to cold and dark. – Makes sense to us!
The planetary aspect patterns for September are to the
heavy side of negative. We will recommend negatively slanted
positions for those who are willing to attempt to profit from the
contractive elements associated here this year.
If you compute the average price for each day of the
year for a few decades, you might find that the highest average
date is September 5. Of course, this year that falls on Saturday.
Don‟t expect that to be exact any particular year. It is a decent
“rule of thumb” so, be observant and careful.
We would be particularly so as market internals show
the major indices grossly “overbought” and additionally,
advance/decline stock statistics are not keeping consonant with
the rapid price advancement, 700 DJIA points this past week!
DJIA will shift its contents on this morning‟s open!
The new stocks in the Dow 30 Industrial Average are
Salesforce (CRM), Amgen (AMGN) and Honeywell (HON).
They are replacing Exxon Mobil (XOM), Pfizer (PFE) and
Raytheon (RTX).
It is highly likely that these stronger companies will
soon drive DJIA ($INDU) over the old highs! Being added to
major stock indices will position these „newbies‟ for much
greater public attention and resultant volume increases.

VITAL SIGNS
SHORT SPX 3122.87 on June 3
Our projected SELL level was reached
Raised STOP on SPX to 3341.47
WE were stopped out of this position
On June 3, 2020 at 3349.87
Losing -326.29 or 7.246%
SHORT AGAIN IMMEDIATELY 100%
WHEN YOU GET THIS LETTER!
PLACE a 5% STOP on THIS position.
SHORT ANOTHER 100% Using Margin
ON A Close BELOW SPX 3425
Add a 5% STOPLOSS
ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY!
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Notice our weekly SPX chart (above) of the S&P500
Index. It is notable that, even though the Broadening Triangle
has shifted its turning points to a generally higher level, the basic
pattern of Higher Highs and Lower Lows has not been altered.
It now represents over three years of a Major, Long Term chart
pattern, most often a TOP, which continues to meet the strict
requirements and definitions of Technical Analysis. [We will
concede that the volume indications may or may not confirm.]
In further confirmation of potential dangers, we
mention here that six of the world‟s largest stock markets are net
positive for this calendar year, to date. The other eleven are all
still net negative during these eight months. But the contrast is
startling! The most positive is our NASDAQ with a superb
30.4% gain. The second best, Taiwan, is +9.1% followed by our
S&P500 +8.6%. Fourth, fifth and sixth are between +3 & +4%.
On the other end of the stick, Brazil -35%, Mexico -24%,
U.K. and South Africa -21%. This is not exactly a stellar record
by any stretch. And our NASDAQ seems to be hyped to high
heaven, and cannot be considered safe by any standard!
We have three more short term technical indicators
which are screaming at the top of their lungs.
Put/Call ratios are the lowest that we can easily recall,
being a powerful indicant of market sentiment. The ratio on the
S&P100 dropped to .40 about three weeks back, unheard of in
recent times. Option players tend to be on the wild side of things
and it generally pays to bet against them. This ratio suggests that
emotions are getting a bit carried away.
The VIX (Volatility Index) has been dropping fast in
recent weeks, but the warnings came before the March decline
and may not return to those lowest levels. There is still
considerable FEAR except in the high flyers.
The TRIN or Arms Index this past week registers some
of the loudest screams at average 72.4 (between .53 and .95) for
the week. We don‟t remember a specific week without a single
1.00 reading out of the five days. Take immediate ACTION!

NASDAQ (NDX) MAKES NEW HIGHS, SPX TOO, DOW JONES STILL LAGS!
The Major Stock Indices are all doing better, and the new DJIA stocks will no doubt assist that DJIA average to
overcome the February highs. That may be the one remaining sign that must be given before markets are allowed to go their
own way – which may well be down as we approach an exceedingly cantankerous election period!
The major soft spot that we notice is that the indexes are being promoted and hyped by a very tight handful of
computer and internet related issues and that the Advance-Decline Line has declined this week with the Dow up over 700
points! That is so far out of line – it is hard to believe it is actually happening. And now, the Seasonal cycle is on the verge of
taking hold while the economy continues its slovenly attempt to look good – especially to the hordes of new gamblers sitting
at home and playing the new hot game on their laptops.
The Thirty Year Bond chart (#4 in charts at top) appears to be constructing a topping pattern and the MACD has
rendered a momentum SELL signal, even before our July issue went public. In our last minutes of writing this CP newsletter,
we notice that THIS CHART appears to be no longer updating – we will replace it next month, with apologies!
OIL continued to a new high for the move but
remaining in the lower 40‟s. You can barely make out here that
the OIL price level is edging higher and slightly above the
gently down-sloping 200 Day Moving Average. The rising 50Day MA is now putting more pressure on price to move higher.
Still in the range of heavier resistance 38-44 and most
at about the 43 level from a long-term trendline and the 200Day Moving Average.
Our opinion is that the greatest danger for OIL is from
the Coronavirus lockdowns over much of our civilized world!
Before very long, the Price MUST decide which way to jump
and a breakout could once more bring in a powerful trend.
We look forward eagerly to the market‟s decision!
“Fidelity Is A 1,000 Pound Bitcoin Gorilla In The Making - Christopher Brookins - Contributor. Yesterday, Fidelity
filed paperwork with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to create a new fund dedicated entirely to
bitcoin, which will require a minimum investment of $100,000. CEO of Onramp Invest, Tyrone Ross, notes Fidelity‟s
minimum investment size indicates „they have no immediate plans to expand into retail offerings, but rather want to
focus on the higher end institutional side of the business.‟ The likely logic behind Fidelity‟s decision is better margins
and pre-existing formula for success via industry leader, Grayscale. Grayscale‟s bitcoin trust caters to high net worth
individuals and institutions, and has seen its assets under management balloon over the past few years, now topping
almost $5 billion.” – FORBES
- Updated - https://www.forbes.com/sites/cryptoconfidential/2020/08/30/bitcoin-to500000-plus-fidelity-files-for-new-bitcoin-fund/#41502f1938d6

US DOLLAR BREAKS!

TNX BREAKING APRIL LOW RATE AS EXPECTED!

The U.S. DOLLAR continues to break to new yearly lows, and more recently its two-year lows! It is most likely
associated with massive new spending brought on by the coronavirus pandemic. (We object to the word „pandemic‟ –
Although it is widespread geographically, it is only a bit worse than the regular flu! …and the death rate is still dropping).
The drop in the DOLLAR is the reason GOLD is rising to new highs in Dollar terms, although new highs have been earlier in
relation to currencies other than the USD! We shall see how long and how far this trend lower continues.
The TNX has rallied significantly since the April lows were broken, but the March lows held, and were not. This is an early
indication that Interest Rates may have bottomed out?! The move from .50% to .75% will have to prove itself in world markets
before any great importance is assigned to it. For now, it adds a degree of uncertainty that the downtrend is still in effect!
The SILVER market had a fine advance to
further new highs early in August, but consolidated the
remainder of the month. We think it is likely a
„healthy‟ resting phase, yet it could take more time in
this „sideways to down‟ correction. We do NOT
recommend selling or shorting, even if the price dips
back toward the low 20‟s, which might be perfectly
„normal.‟ Buy the dips, as “SI” has a more rapid
potential to catch up with GOLD!
Our opinion is that the “Times” are beginning
to match some of the long term negatives that the „hard
timers‟ and „naysayers‟ have long sought. The U.S.
election this fall will no doubt concentrate our greater
differences in ways not so easily foreseen.
“Social Media hits milestone. The vast social media universe collectively now holds 3.8 billion users, or roughly 50% of
the global population. That‟s according to online media firm Visual Capitalist. India is the #1 market for Facebook, the
largest social media network, with 290 million monthly active users in 2020. TikTok, one of the fastest-growing
networks, was also downloaded most in India this year, until the country banned the Chinese app.” - Today‟s I.B.D.

GOLD has signalled that it may be ready to run
for the money, The REAL Money!
“We continue with confidence that this
beautiful basic element is being recognized, and,
after long last, its VALUE will be playing-out
against all other investments once more in coming
months and years!”
This accelerated spike, breaking to new
All Time Highs, may need some moderating backand-fill action for awhile. That would be most
reasonable. However, the other possibility could
ramp it up into another higher spike immediately.
We are entering that time of year where
the unusual is more usual, and conditions in the
country, even in the world, could bring forth some
unexpected consequences (Nobody was really
expecting these consequences we are dealing with
currently!) Our advice = “Anything could happen”
And with that projection, what do you do
with it? Get enough cash and food to last 3-4
weeks in the home. Keep an eye out – listen
carefully, and remain awake, aware and flexible!
Most of us are no longer used to dealing
with the „unexpected,‟ –and we generally don‟t
like it! Survival, or, at least, a comfortable
survival, may depend on it.
If you listen to the news, you will
certainly be aware that chunks of Americans have
recently met with these conditions already, from rioting on one end and meanspirited weather on the other.
The CRB INDEX of general commodity prices was higher all month long, closing out at 153.12, its highest close
since early March. It rose rapidly from a low in late March, through May, choppy but flat most of June. Slower, but steadily
higher through July and August. The Index is up about 50 points from that first quarter low, recovering close to 60% of the
first quarter decline. We think that is far more realistic than the 100% recovery in the major stock indices.

ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days)
AUG 31 = Monday=Next CP Letter = Expect more upside into a top This Week! [31 st-4 Sept]
SEP 1 = Full Moon at 10Pisces12 “Following a narrow path, seeking illumination.” Mercury trine Pluto=Markets higher early.
SEP 2 = Sun trine Uranus = Sudden good luck or favorable circumstances.
SEP 3 = Mercury trines Saturn but squares the Moon‟s Node. = Not all good, not all bad = A mixed bag.
SEP 4 = Venus square Mars & sextile Mercury; Sun sesquiquadrate and parallel Mars. Huge Mars energies today +/-2-3 days! More riots!
SEP 5-7 = Mercury enters Libra (5 Sat); Venus enters Leo (6 Sun); Labor Day Holiday (7 Mon) = Many changes over the long weekend!
SEP 9 = Mars Retrogrades until Nov. 13th; September 3-9 We may not recognize anything as “normal” now!
SEP 11 = Sun opposes Neptune and contra-parallel Mercury. May drive precious metals higher. Otherwise, mostly confusion.
SEP 12 = Jupiter goes Direct on Saturday. Some areas of life will begin to shift towards better, now. Markets? – Not so much.
SEP 13-17 = Multiple largely negative aspect patterns whole month – somewhat moreso this period, except for Sun trine Pluto 14, Saturn 17.
SEP 17 = New Moon trine Saturn but quincunx Mars = Arguments tend to greater heat!
SEP 18-19 = Mostly annoying aspects over this weekend. Try to keep a cool head!
SEP 20-24 = Mercury squares Pluto Monday night: Arguments become heated, even dangerous! Again on Thursday 24th, sex could be cause.
SEP 27-28 = Mercury enters Scorpio. Conversations about sex and/or death. Markets may react Monday morning. Saturn back to direct motion.
SEP 29 = Mars squares Saturn. Reason disappears, emotions rule. Please be especially careful!
OCT 1 = Full Moon in Aries. OCT 4 = Pluto turns direct. OCT 5 = Next C.P. letter expected.
OCT 13-NOV 3 = Mercury Retrogrades can foreshadow periods of greater danger! Stationary Direct on U.S. Election Day! Markets react?
ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are usually emailed on 1st Monday of months. Next CP will be available on Monday October 5.
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